• Developed a Demo which provides a set of tools for situational awareness analysis in social media • Analyzing the role of social media in controversial topics (SocialCom'13 [6] ) • Modeling and predicting social interactions (SocialCom'14 [3] and [4] ) • Studying the dynamic sentiment analysis problem in social media (SIGMOD'14 [5] ) • Investigating how minimum description length is related to community detection in networks ( [2] ).
Institute for Infocomm Research
A*STAR, Singapore Scientist-I Oct 2010-Jan 2013
• Developed a Demo which is monitoring the sentiment and topic trends of National Day Parade (NDP) of Singapore 2012 (http://semanticapps.i2r.a-star.edu.sg/ndp2012/AllEvents.php)
• Proposed a graph-based opinion leader identification and opinion summarization method for multireview documents (ASONAM'13 [7] and [1] )
• Designed highly scalable algorithms for maximum clique enumeration problem (TODS'11 [9] and SIGKDD'12 [8] )
Nanyang Technological University Singapore Research Assistant Jul 2006-Jul 2010
• Investigated query optimization in large networks with different indexing approaches (DASFAA'09 [14] and Inf. Systems'11 [10] )
• Explored pattern mining and clustering techniques over massive networks with millions/billions of nodes and can not fit entirely in main memory (SIGMOD'10 [13] and DASFAA'11 [11] ).
• Developed and implemented a system using MYSQL and Java to detect spam blogs through blog search results. This work has demonstrated that splogs could be detected from search results and their temporal behavior with a high accuracy (CIKM'08 [15] and IPM'11 [12] ).
HONORS AND AWARDS
• Postdoctoral Scholars Training & Travel Grants, University of Southern California, 2014 • Invited publication of [9] in ACM TODS on the best papers of SIGMOD 2010 [13] • Nanyang Technological 
